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03. Can an employee be suspended during a
workplace investigation? Are there any conditions on
suspension (eg, pay, duration)? 

Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

It is possible to suspend an employee during a workplace investigation.[1] While there are no limits on
duration, the employee will remain entitled to full pay during this time.

 

[1] David Rosenthal et al., Praxishandbuch für interne Untersuchungen und eDiscovery, Release 1.01,
Zürich/Bern 2021, p. 181.
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Thailand
Author: Ratthai Kamolwarin , Norrapat Werajong

While an employee is being investigated by the employer, the LPA permits the employer to suspend that
employee from work for the duration of the investigation, provided that the suspension can only be made
when permitted by the work rules or an agreement related to the conditions of employment. Also, a
suspension order must be made in writing and specify the offence and period of the suspension, which may
not exceed seven days. Note that the employer must give a written suspension order in advance to the
employee before the work suspension.

As aforementioned, the LPA only permits the employer to suspend the employee under investigation from
work only for seven days. During the interim period of the suspension, the employer must pay the
employee at the rate indicated in the work rules or the agreement reached between the employer and the
employee, which must not be less than half of the employee's wages for a working day before his or her
suspension. If the employer determines that the employee subject to investigation is not guilty following
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the outcome, the employer must compensate the employee for outstanding wages from the date of
suspension with 15% interest per annum.

In some complicated cases, a workplace investigation does not conclude within seven days, and, in which
case the employer should consult with a legal advisor.
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14. When does privilege attach to investigation
materials?

Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

As outlined above, all employees generally have the right to know whether and what personal data is being
or has been processed about them (article 8 paragraph 1, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection; article
328b, Swiss Code of Obligations).

The employer may refuse, restrict or postpone the disclosure or inspection of internal investigation
documents if a legal statute so provides, if such action is necessary because of overriding third-party
interests (article 9 paragraph 1, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection) or if the request for information is
manifestly unfounded or malicious. Furthermore, a restriction is possible if overriding the self-interests of
the responsible company requires such a measure and it also does not disclose the personal data to third
parties. The employer or responsible party must justify its decision (article 9 paragraph 5, Swiss Federal Act
on Data Protection).[1]

The scope of the disclosure of information must, therefore, be determined by carefully weighing the
interests of all parties involved in the internal investigation.

 

[1] Claudia M. Fritsche, Interne Untersuchungen in der Schweiz, Ein Handbuch für Unternehmen mit
besonderem Fokus auf Finanzinstitute, p. 284 et seq.
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Thailand
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Client-attorney privilege between qualified attorneys and the client (ie, an employer) begins once
information is made available to the attorney, regardless of the form it takes.
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